The Report of the Conference Commission on Human Sexuality, 1990


Introduction 

The Task of the Commission 

1.	The membership of the Commission was carefully selected to reflect a wide variety of expertise, experience and life style, as well as a wide variety of theological opinion. From within the Commission we were able to draw upon the expertise of pastoral counselling, hospital consultancy, biblical scholarship, academic theology, psychiatry, social work, marriage guidance, circuit ministry, chaplaincy, general medical practice, medical science, youth and age, lay and ordained. The Commission membership also reflected a very wide and diverse experience, partly arising out of the very variety of life which different expertise had created, and partly because of the different ways which personal choice and chance had taken members of the Commission. The Commission was able to draw upon the experience of a considerable variety of life style from within its own membership and from those who gave their evidence to it: single, both male and female; married, divorced, and remarried; celibate and sexually active; homosexual, lesbian and heterosexual, in orientation and in practice. 

2. 	In selecting the membership of the Commission, the Conference was clearly intending that it carefully consider a wide variety of approaches to human sexuality. It must also have expected that there would be expressed a wide variety of opinions and attitudes towards human sexuality in the conversations within the Commission. This has proved to be the case. 

3. 	Every member of the Commission has been faced with the need carefully to reflect upon attitudes and views, personal life styles and practices which at first appeared foreign to their own natural inclination. This has not always been easy. No-one has been unaffected by the dialogue and personal encounter which has taken place within the Commission. Each has discovered that thinking about and writing about sexuality is a personal struggle. This is because reflecting about sexuality can never be confined to thinking about the approach, views and life style of other people; it always involves deep reflection about one's own life and sexuality and therefore one's identity. No one finds this easy. It involves personal struggle without which it is neither proper nor possible with integrity to come to any judgement about the acceptability of the life style of another person. This has been all the more the case within this Conference Commission where each has come to accept and value the other person, not only as a human being but also as a disciple of Jesus Christ, seeking more deeply to discover God. Within the Commission, no one has been able to pontificate from a distance; we have all had to learn, sometimes painfully, to listen to others and to reflect on our own sexuality. 

4. 	The Commission has received scores of written submissions, many of them wishing to preserve anonymity, as well as a number of submissions in person. In listening to these and to its own members, the Commission encountered a wide variety of views towards the opportunities and problems created by our human sexuality. The Commission expresses its deep gratitude to all those who presented their evidence to it, as well as to those who represented other churches on the Commission, and records something of the range of opinions it met from those who offered their judgement and from within its own membership. 

5. 	Some said that the Bible has a clear approach to sexuality, accepting certain expressions of sexuality, and rejecting, even condemning, others; and that this should be normative for us today. Others argued that the biblical material was more complex than that, and that in any case we could not simply read off from the Bible norms of moral behaviour and personal life style for the very different world in which we live today. 

6. 	Some presented the judgement that medical and biological evidence indicated that the human body was made for heterosexual and not homosexual intercourse and that this in itself contained a moral imperative about human sexual relationships. Others argued that the medical evidence was inconclusive. 

7. 	Some wished to support a view about sexual relationships and practices which were not their own. They said, in effect, that this was not their way, or even said that they were repulsed by the practices of others (whether heterosexual or homosexual), but were struggling to respect the right of others to express their sexuality as seems natural and right to them. Some had a different view, saying that they were no longer repulsed by the practices of others and were able simply to accept others as they are, with whatever sexual orientation and expression is theirs. Yet others were unable to accept that either view was compatible with the Christian gospel as found in Scripture and as expressed in the tradition of the Church. 

8. 	If anyone came to their membership of the Commission with any of these short-hand, perhaps caricatured, views they did not continue to hold them in any isolated way. As we worked together in seeking to understand one another at deeper levels, as we came to trust and respect one another as persons and as Christians, and as we sought to discover what we should say to the Methodist Church through our Report to the Conference, we increasingly came to a clearer and more sympathetic recognition of the deeply-held views of others. 

9. 	It was only through long and demanding discussion, careful listening, and much thoughtful prayer that the Commission came to offer this Report to the Conference. Its theme. is variety and unity. It reflects the process of thought within the Commission. It recognises honestly the variety of life style and views within the Methodist Church. It reflects the discovery of many significant agreements which might form the basis of sufficient unity for a commonly agreed life appropriate to the people called Methodists. The basis of the unity which we discovered is rooted in God: God's love for each created person, God's acceptance of us in Christ, and God's intention that we should grow to full maturity through the indwelling of the Holy Spirit. The basis of the diversity which we discovered is also rooted in God: the richness and variety of God's creation, the reconciling work of Christ in calling very different people into corporate discipleship, and the picture of the Church as a place of reconciliation and a sign of the kingdom of God. 


10. 	It is an exacting task to challenge one's own attitude through the careful consideration of others'. The Commission invites members of Conference and members of the Methodist Church to share this task before coming to and expressing any judgement about what degree of diversity of opinion and practice may in Christian conscience be permissible. Certainly, any recommendations about personal life style and corporate discipline, with reference to both members and those who hold office in the Church, cannot be made until many more people have entered into a similar experience and have wrestled with what Scripture is saying to us today, and sought to understand honestly and sympathetically the experiences of other people. This means challenging one's own attitude and facing up to one's own prejudices, being open to others and being willing to continue the debate with those whose views may be profoundly different from one's own. Such is the pilgrimage in which the Commission has been engaged and to which the Church is further called. 

11. 	The full terms of reference for the Commission are : 
to review the progress of the debate in the Conference and the connexion generally on the subject of human sexuality since 1976; 
to take account of studies conducted by other churches, and the results of recent biblical, historical and scientific research available on the subject; 
to consult widely in the connexion by whatever means seems appropriate; 
to determine what degree of diversity of opinion and practice may in Christian conscience be permissible; 
to make recommendations, as to personal lifestyle and corporate discipline, with reference to both members and those who hold office in the Church; 
to include consideration of heterosexual and homosexual relationships and practice; 
to report to the Conference of 1990. 

12. 	These terms of reference speak of 'homosexual' relationships and practices. In some places in this Report we have used the word in this inclusive sense, understanding the word homosexual to include also lesbian. In other places we have used the term lesbian and homosexual, distinguishing between the genders. Some members of the Commission prefer other terms, such as same sex relationships, or lesbian and gay. From time to time, these terms have been used, especially where their usage reflects the thought of those whose views are being represented. There is however no consistency, and the Commission invites readers of the Report to recognise sympathetically the use of a variety of terms, some of which may not be what they themselves would choose. 

Human Sexuality as a Source of Joy 

13. 	We wish to begin this Report with an affirmation- of the joy of human sexuality, given by God to be enjoyed, a subject for thanksgiving. 

14. 	In recent years, advances in contraception have helped heterosexuals to celebrate sexuality and to engage in sexual activity for itself and not only for its procreative purpose. It is this separation of sexual intercourse from procreation which has brought about a freedom, known already by lesbians and gay men, to value sexual activity for itself . 

15. 	It is precisely this separation which has invited heterosexuals to ask the question: if a sexual act is not for procreation only, what else is it for? The answer for all of us is that this act is but one expression of our sexuality, and that our very sexuality belongs integrally to our being human. Sexuality is essential to our humanity. Therefore, the context for sexual intercourse is much wider than the strength of the former link with procreation suggested. The purpose of sexual intercourse is to form, develop, reinforce and renew a bond of love within the context of a committed, personal, loving relationship, and to give and receive mutual pleasure in one another. It is an expression of unity between two persons. 

16. 	What we celebrate is not simply our physical ability to have sexual intercourse but above all the fact that we are capable of such loving unity. We rejoice in our identity as persons, which includes our sexuality. Sexuality is essentially good in that it enables the expression of love in a deep personal encounter. It relates to the physical, psychological and spiritual dimensions of human nature. In expressing sexual love, including genital activity, we share in the creative divine act of loving. We are made in the image of God. God is love, and the mystery of his being is the mystery of love. Many people have seen in the doctrine of the trinity an expression of the outgoing love of God in creation, re-creation and inter-personal relationships. 

17. 	Sexuality is a fundamental aspect of human experience. It is a dimension of every human relationship, and human relationship is always the context of sexuality; as such it is part of the goodness of creation. Therefore, sex is to be enjoyed and celebrated within God's loving creation. It is an expression of thanksgiving. Within this context, sex is good. We celebrate our sexuality because we have been made by God with the potential to be fulfilled in deep loving relationships. And we thank God that in his creative purpose he has given us the physical means to express our desire to be at one with another person. 

18. 	Human sexuality is, therefore, one of God's good gifts. Like other of God's gifts, such as music or athletic ability, it consists of both biological and spiritual elements. As with other of God's gifts, what matters is how the gift is used. A gift can be used selfishly or for others; it can be exploited or developed; it can be used for promoting relationships or destroying them. In short, human sexuality can be for God's glory or it can be a denial of God's hope for us. 

19. 	When love is absent, when there is no loving relationship, when there is no celebration of creation and redemption, then sex can be deeply destructive, hurtful, abusive and exploitative. No such expressions of our sexuality can be occasions for joy or thankfulness. Rather, they illustrate the ambiguity of creation and human life and something of the nature of sin. 

20. 	Sexual sin occurs in a variety of forms, for example, when a sexual relationship is dishonest, or when a person is pressurised by other people into some form of sexual expression, or when a relationship is characterised by possessiveness or gratification at the expense of someone else, or when a relationship undermines trust and fidelity , or expresses dominating ideas of power. In contrast, the goodness of a sexual relationship is seen in its reflection and expression of the fruits of the Spirit: love, joy, peace, patience, kindness: goodness, faithfulness, gentleness and self-control. The one brings pain, the other hope. 

21. 	The Commission came to recognise something of the pain and agony of sexuality in another, quite different, way. There were times of pain within our common life as we struggled to listen to each other and to understand a little of the hurt and pain in each other's stories. There was the pain of broken relationships. There was the evident pain experienced by those who felt rejected by the Church on account of their sexuality. There was the pressure experienced by the whole Commission to deal less wholly than it would have wished with other aspects of sexuality because of the need to address one particular aspect, namely that of 'homosexual relationship and practice'. 

22. 	However, neither the potentiality for abuse, nor the agony which can accompany facing up to one's own sexuality, is any reason to deny the essential goodness of sexuality. Human sexuality is an expression of God's love for us and our love for each other. It is this twofold joy which we celebrate. God has given us asexual urge to draw us into a loving relationship which at its best fulfils us in a secure, intimate, stable, loving bond, which is itself a reflection of the mystery of the relationship within the trinity. 

23. 	So, the mystery of our sexuality is the mystery of our need to reach out to embrace others, both physically and spiritually. Our sexuality expresses God's intention that we find our humanness in relationship; as such it expresses to others both our incompleteness on our own and our relatedness to other people. This requires a willingness to be known and to be loved. 

24. 	The sadness of much contemporary living is not only the permissiveness of sexual pleasure, but rather the impermanence and consequent pluralism of the human relationships explored and expressed through sexual bonding. So we search today for a framework for personal relationships which takes account of the ways in which our understanding of the purposes of human sexuality has changed, which recognises the essential joy of our sexuality, and which is firmly within the Christian tradition. 

Changes in Church and Society 

25. 	In recent years, Christian churches have given much thought to the subject of sexuality. Sometimes this has been under the wider heading of human sexuality; at other times the narrower question of homosexuality. Their conclusions have for the most part been indecisive, or have failed to gain complete acceptance within their Church. 

26. 	Our own Church provides one such example. In 1979, the Conference considered the report jointly prepared by the Division of Social Responsibility and the Faith and Order Committee, A Christian Understanding of Human Sexuality. This report performed some particularly useful functions: it distinguished between sexuality (the whole range of emotion, motivation and activity which derives from the sexual nature of men and women) and sex (sexual activity), a distinction which we have adopted in this Report; and it listed the Christian sources of guidance to be drawn upon in seeking to understand human sexuality. It also recommended the acceptance of the idea that homosexual activity is not intrinsically wrong. Following further study, particularly of the biblical material, in 1980 the report was sent to the circuits and districts for study and evaluation, and again in 1982 Conference took note of the report, directed DSR to promote its study, but concluded that no definitive judgement was yet possible. It is not our intention to repeat all the  work of those groups but rather to look afresh at human sexuality within the specific terms of reference given by the 1988 Conference. 

27. 	In the meantime, the Conference of 1989 accepted the report The Christian Understanding of Family Life, the Single Person and Marriage, and there is much material there which is relevant to the work of this Commission. As its title suggests, it deals with sexuality principally in heterosexual and single life styles. It considers intra- and extra-marital heterosexual relations and re-affirms the traditional Christian teaching about sexual relationships within marriage. It does not, however, deal with the whole range of sexual relationships and has not therefore altogether removed the element of indecision about permissible sexual life style. Its critics say that the report does not say enough to help single Christians who are struggling to work out their faith and sexuality in our changing world. 

28. 	Much the same picture emerges from a consideration of work done within the Church of England and by the Anglican Communion over the same period. In 1979, the Gloucester Report examined the theological, social, pastoral and legal aspects of homosexuality. It concluded that there were circumstances in which individuals may justifiably choose to enter a homosexual relationship which might include physical expression. However, it left the future of a gay clergyman dependent on the attitude of the particular bishop, suggesting that bishops might work out a common policy. In 1986, the House of Bishops asked the Board of Social Responsibility to set up a working party to report to the bishops privately on the question of homosexuality and lesbianism. This report has now become public property and urges a greater acceptance of homosexuals within the Church. The House of Bishops is still considering the report of 1988, commonly referred to as the Osborne Report, and may issue its own guidelines in due course. But the variety of opinion expressed in the debates in General Synod in 1981 and 1987, together with debates at the Lambeth Conferences of 1978 and 1988, and the subsequent continuing controversy, show that the Anglican Church is still engaged in a difficult and painful process of exploring how to handle sensitive issues of sexuality. 

29. 	This note of being on a journey of exploration is sounded in the work done in the United Reformed Church too. A study guide which they produced, Towards a Christian Understanding of Human Sexuality, is an invitation for local churches and groups to engage in serious exploration of many issues of sexuality. The URC has also prepared a report more specifically on homosexuality. It is not an official document, but has been sent to some of the churches and Districts of the URC to be tested out. It too invites churches to share in the process of discovering the way forward. 

30. 	This searching for a fuller understanding of human sexuality is given particular expression in a number of groups, such as the campaigning organizations Lesbian and Gay Christian Movement and Quest, and also the recently formed Institute for the Study of Christianity and Sexuality. These and other groups, such as the evangelical group Freedom Trust, and Turning Point, also engage in the work of counselling those with particular sexual needs. 

31. 	In many ways, the churches have been reflecting the mood of society. Certainly, the variety of life style which we shall later describe as existing within the Methodist Church is a reflection of the same variety in society. Recent attempts in both the Church of England and the Methodist Church to tighten the position with regard to what is permissible in sexual relations are in part reactions against a liberalization in society. 

32. 	However, it is no longer possible to describe society's attitude to sexual morality simply as permissive. Contrary trends are discernible, some more liberal, others less so. Some parts of society seek greater permissiveness, others seek greater authoritarianism. For example, some young people are looking for clear cut teaching on sexuality as on many other matters, while others are deeply suspicious of inherited traditional standards. 

33. 	Whereas it appears that society has abandoned the maxim 'chastity outside marriage and fidelity within marriage', the attitude towards homosexuality and lesbianism has swung away from the growing tolerance of the early 1980s. To some extent, this is illustrated by the 1987 DES Guidelines for sex education in schools, which advise that there should be no advocacy of homosexual behaviour in school teaching, and by Clause 28 in the Local Government Act (1989) which discourages Local Authorities from spending rate payers' money on programmes which appear to promote homosexual and lesbian life styles. It is possible that the fear of Aids has strengthened opposition to homosexual activity, though less as yet against heterosexual promiscuity. It is also possible that an irrational belief that all homosexual men are paedophiles and potential seducers of children has added to the hardening of attitudes against homosexuals. 

34. 	There has been a large number of significant changes and developments in our society over recent years which affect our perception of human sexuality. These include the growth of feminism, the emergence of gay and lesbian people willing to articulate their own views and feelings, changes in the concept of the family, the availability of contraception, the spread of Aids, the ridicule of same sex relationships, the growth of a multi-racial and multi-cultural society, longer life expectancy, the exploitation of sex in advertising, as well as a whole host of legal and economic factors. 

35. 	The Sexual Offences Act, which legalised homosexual behaviour between consenting adults in private, became law in 1967, though it was of limited scope. It was only after European intervention that it was extended to Northern Ireland and to Scotland. It applies only to people over 21, and still leaves people open to the charge of importuning. There is little legal cover for gay people in relation to dismissal from employment, pensions for partners and custody of children. On the other hand, there have been attempts by some employers, including some 1ocal authorities, to introduce Equal Opportunity Policies, and there is an impressive list of self-help groups for those living with Human Immune-deficiency Virus (HIV), Aids Related Complex (ARC) and Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS). 

36. 	The Church has been influenced by all these factors, precisely because church people are part of the society which has developed In these ways. Some Christians have welcomed some of these changes; others have regretted some of them. But whatever the varied judgement, they are changes which have affected the thinking of us all, and the Commission has sought to identify them and take them into account. 

37. 	It is not surprising to note that both society and the Church are at the same time showing a degree of preoccupation with homosexuality and lesbianism. However, some in the Church are also seeking to reverse what they see as a too liberal attitude towards a whole variety of sexual attitudes and behaviour in the Church, including sex before marriage, sex outside marriage and the breakdown of marriage. In seeking to come to some mind about this movement, the Commission has had to take seriously the variety of life style which does, in fact, a1ready exist within the life of the Church. 

Varieties of Life Style in Methodism. 

38. 	The first requirement of love is to listen. Honest and sensitive listening is not just an important part of the gospel.--it Is necessary if we wish to begin to frame any ethic. A Christian ethic, to be true to the gospel, must engage with Scripture and tradition and must wrestle with the actual daily experience of people. It is in the bringing together of past and present that the Church discovers the shape of the gospel for today. It is not helpful to formulate an ideal, to which all should seek to conform, without reference to what is really being experienced by those for whom that ideal might be experienced as a denial of their own being or as oppressive. 

39. 	On the Commission, we represented a whole variety of life style and conviction. We each tried to listen to descriptions of life styles which were different from our own. We tried to avoid supposing that the people who told them were without care and consideration of others, or were without deep Christian conviction and spirituality. We tried to avoid thinking that they were to be either pitied or converted or prevailed upon to change. 

40. 	We discovered, for example, that it is important not to look at heterosexuality or homosexuality purely in the abstract and to ignore the actual realities of sexual relationships. Any discussion of what is right or ideal or acceptable or tolerable within the Church or society needs to be prefaced with a careful listening to the experience of people's lives. It is particularly important for those who belong to the majority heterosexual community to listen to those whose life styles do not conform to that pattern. 

41. 	The first context in which we consider sexuality is that of human relationships and then, later in the Report, the social and institutional implications. We all relate to someone: parents, peers, colleagues, partners. Sexuality belongs to our very nature! It runs through every human relationship. But some relationships are sexual in a more particular and special sense. We need to listen to the experience of men and women, young and old, people of different sexual orientation and practices. Only then can we ask ourselves how we can begin to cope -personally and corporately -with those whose sexual orientation is different from our own. 

42. 	Sex is a very personal subject. This can cause embarrassment. Sometimes, to avoid discussing it seriously we depersonalise it. One way to do this is to take refuge in what we think are basic principles, before considering the life style, sexuality and practice of actual human lives. The danger is that such a process holds sexuality at a safe distance. When we do this, our conclusions are likely to be about theoretical people rather than real people. That is why we need to face up to real stories about real people. This may even enable us to face more honestly our own sexuality. And such listening, together with a due reflection on Scripture and tradition, helps to inform and refine our basic principles. 

43. 	The most appropriate way of conveying the variety which already exists within the Methodist Church is through telling, briefly and anonymously, the experience and stories of some Christians, including those of some whose life style does not conform to the pattern which others might regard not only as traditional but also as normative. 

44. 	As we heard these stories and sometimes met the people themselves, we came to realize how important it is to listen without prejudice or condemnation, even though some members were not able to endorse the views and behaviour described and reconcile them with their understanding of Christian teaching. We discovered that we could not suppose that those whose lives were different from our own had entered upon their life style without thinking carefully, prayerfully, and often biblically and theologically about their discipleship. 

45. 	let us first listen to very brief and urgent exclamations from people who have felt able to articulate their feelings : 
"I think close friendships turn you into a higher being. You want to excel, to live up to others' expectations of yourself." 

46. 	"She was my first true love, and my most important. Knowing her helped me find myself." 

47. 	"My lover is the one I live with twenty four hours a day and go on holiday with. She is a spark strange to me. Close, but from afar, far off like no light I've ever seen. lam in love with her comfortably, vigorously and for a long term. I love her too. She is my lover, my soul mate -a sister I have known from centuries ago." 

48. 	"Women are the most important people in my life. My close relationships with women have kept me going where all else has failed." 

49.	"Marriage is a relationship in which each has the opportunity, by mutual consent, to discover themselves and the other, and to find and face their strengths and weaknesses within the security of mutual commitment." 

50. 	"We consider homosexuality is not chosen. ..Who would choose a life in which you can be an outcast and very lonely?" 

51. 	"l like being single. Being single you have time to ponder, read, take classes, go to movies - you see more of the world, instead of having to learn about another person. You can be closer with friends. Sure, it's got its ups and downs, but as they say, 'no pain, no gain -no guts, no glory!'" 

52. 	"Homosexual and heterosexual relationships can be strengthening and liberating. Homosexual and heterosexual relationships can be debilitating and imprisoning. The quality of a sexual relationship is not determined by whether the partners are married. The quality of a sexual relationship is not determined by whether it lasts a few months or a lifetime." . 

53. 	"When I'm in love, I don't ever feel quite alone. Something of the other person is always on my mind." 

54. 	"In love is explosive, obsessive, irrational, wonderful, heady, dreamy. love is long work, trust, communication, commitment, pleasure." 

55. 	"To be bisexual is to have the potential to be open emotionally and sexually to people as people, regardless of their gender ." 

56. 	"Daily life with a partner versus the passion and excitement of a new or brief encounter is the saddest part of 'being in love'. " 

57.	"Years of struggling with my gay orientation led me to the conclusion, 'we have no choice'. Being gay is a given reality for me." 

58. 	"The great advantages all involve freedom -I love eating alone, shopping alone. I think the world travels in couples, though, and is mystified by individuality, especially in a woman." 

59. 	"Do all relationships end this way? There you are, after ten years, just putting up with the other's faults? And sex is boring, the hurts of the past make you sarcastic and mean. There's a lot of mediocre love in the world. Or are most of us just scared of living?" 

60. 	"Sex with women is much more satisfying than with men, especially the loving closeness and equality of power." . 

61. 	Then let us listen to extracts from some stories : 
" As a child and teenager, I was painfully self-conscious and shy and I found this very hard to accept. At hospital boy friends were pretty important to all of us, but I did not seem to attract them hard as I tried. ..the friendships never blossomed, and the feeling grew in me that I would never marry. I would remain single and celibate- not from choice but because that was the way of things. ..I don't think it had occurred to me that the vocation I had set out to pursue had included being single, but I did accept it. ..or thought I had accepted it until years later when I retired. 
...Being single overseas and later at home. ..I had lived a full and productive life, perhaps more full and productive than it would ever have been had I had a husband and children. So why did I suddenly feel this way? ...It is in the acceptance of the finiteness of our existence that we discover our infinity within the love of God. We cannot experience everything. ..The music of a single flute can be as beautiful as that made by an orchestra. Singleness has its place, as the life of Jesus himself powerfully affirmed. Why is it then that single people are so often made to feel slightly abnormal in the way that I began to feel? 

...Perhaps it is that our society and the church places such a premium on the family and on sexual activity between men and women -and more recently on homosexual activity _.as though those were the only possible relationships. Or perhaps it is that the pattern of family life we have developed in western society is so close knit and exclusive that it is almost bound to produce pre-occupation with family affairs. One of my difficulties with the feminist movement with which lam in sympathy, is its use of images of birth and motherhood. Single women sometimes feel excluded from the movement by models which do not express their experience. We need new images of living together as women and men, new images of creation upon which we can build and in which single people -widowed, divorced and unmarried - do not feel abnormal. ..(Yet) ...single people too are sexual beings, even those, I suspect the majority, who are not 'holy celibates', who have never had the opportunity. They too ache to be loved, body, soul and spirit." 

62. 	"By historical norms /standards /regulations of our society, I am seen as part of more than a handful of minorities, all overlapping. I am committed by free choice to sharing my sexuality almost entirely with a lover who was my friend for six years before we negotiated our present relationship. She has been married for over 20 years and I have no vocation to marry. We visit each other's households frequently but irregularly (between one and three weeks intervene; we share our own living with other adults, by past choice). We have no plans to live together or be further 'monogamous'. Our negotiation of three weeks (by visit, letters and telephone call) exchanged details of past sexual experiences. I have shared great pleasure, rejection and despair from other lovers. I have acknowledged the risk of AIDS since 1965. I have been made more whole through a variety of relationships with both women and men." 

63. 	"The most important factor in my life is my spirituality -I am a practising and active Methodist, a Local Preacher. ..My marriage of 22 years to a fellow Methodist (we met at the church youth club) has been through many strains and vicissitudes. I have a real affection for my husband but we no longer have asexual relationship. I express my sexuality in the relationship I have with my friend who is also a Methodist Local Preacher, unmarried and committed to an almost identical view of the kingdom of God. I do not feel affirmed by my husband in my understanding of my faith, politics and personal relationships. He is ambivalent about many areas. His belief in God is cerebral, not emotional, and he is cynical about the church. ..I would insist on our rights as individuals to express our sexuality in the ways which seem good to our own conscience. ..I have always resisted the infliction of rules, having seen what damage they can do. I believe we are called to love and the discipline we are under is the discipline of working out our own actions and taking responsibility for them in the light of our own understanding of God's love. 

...lam unhappy at the church's promulgation of the family as the best way to proceed. It makes no allowances for the expression of sexuality by the unmarried (men and women), or the divorced, the separated, the widowed, the homosexual, the lesbian or the unmarried whose relationships do not fulfil them. All of these need to feel that their sexuality, like the rest of them, is valued by the church, as they are loved by God." 

64. 	"I have found that to be faithful to my wife, to keep my marriage vows, has sometimes been difficult, even painful, but in the end worthwhile. Once when we were living overseas on a mission compound, I fell very much in love with a married colleague and she with me. We talked of divorce, but I began to feel that to leave my family and to take her from hers, or even to have sexual intercourse, would not be the way to happiness. Our relationship became less physical, but we still love each other and this enriches our lives and our happy marriages. We are glad we chose the way we did." 

65. 	" I have sexual desires and these have remained with me through a long life. These desires are almost equally heterosexual and homosexual, with both heterosexual and homosexual fantasies. Although separated from my wife for shorter and longer periods, I have not 'given in' to homosexual desires. In this I have been strangely helped by my Christian faith -and, also, by fear of sexually transmitted diseases and of public disclosure and of the censure of society. I have known well homosexuals who are living in a stable relationship with each other and others who have moved from partner to partner, and I continue to value them as friends. I would not want, however, their relationships to be 'blessed' as a homosexual marriage, nor would I want an active homosexual admitted to the Ministry with the imprimatur that would be given by ordination." 

66. 	"I have lived a single lifestyle for the past eleven years since the death of my husband. I was 36 at the time. I would not have chosen to be single again since I was very happily married. ..People in the church seem to assume that my sexuality died at the same time as my husband. This is a tacit assumption since the whole question seems to be so taboo that it has never actually been mentioned to me. .. Paul's attitude does not help. In 1 Corinthians 7 he states that it is better for a widow to live alone and restrain her desires (verse 38) and in verse 40 is quite sure she would be happier that way! How easy it is to tell others what is good for them! ...How awkward for Paul that widows have a sexuality to be expressed. .. Speaking personally, yes I am still a human being with normal sexual desires and appetites. I do not want to be told to use up my energy 'doing good works' (not the same as saying that I do not want to help others who have had the experience of losing someone with whom they had a sexual relationship.) If I claim I have struggled back to wholeness then this must include my sexuality. It is part of me and not in cold storage or in ashes on the funeral pyre. I am not prepared to suppress this part of myself. I am glad to recognise and express it. As long as we are told that sexuality can only be expressed within marriage we are continuing to wound deeply those Christians who choose, or have thrust upon them, differing lifestyles." 

67. 	"I candidated for the ministry. It sounds perhaps very naive but if somebody had asked me at that time 'was I gay?' I think I would have- said no because I had never thought about it all that much. But at theological college, it was a time when one looks at all sorts of things. ..and a lot of things were up for grabs as I tried to sort out who I was. Then when I went to my first circuit there was somebody on exchange for a year from the States who I became friends with during that year. He in the course of the year said that he was gay. When he went back to the States we corresponded quite regularly, but he never once pressured me to say if I was gay. But there was all this looking at the issue. But the more I looked at it and the more I read I realized that all that these books were saying was my story. It's now not some foreign land we are talking about that I don't know; they are telling me about the land I'm living in. I went on holiday to the States in 1980 to stay with him and at that point we became lovers. 

...When I came back from the States I came to myself and said that I know I'm gay. I wrote three letters to three friends, two of whom had been at theological college with me and the third who had been at university with me and had subsequently become a Methodist minister. I wrote three letters with great trepidation to three friends who always meant so much and with whom I had shared so much up to that point and if I was to be honest to myself I must now be honest with them. Virtually by return three letters arrived back. I didn't dare open them. I put them on the mantelpiece for 24 hours. Eventually I plucked up the courage. Needless to say they were some of the most meaningful letters I have ever received. From the woman minister, her letter began as it would with her, 'I'm not surprised, I've always known the vibes were somehow different.' In away I was the last person to know the truth." 

68. 	"My adolescence was a time of 'testing' and a time of dissatisfaction with myself. It was full of the pressure of constantly being compared with my parents' peers' offspring, as well as the pressure of, comparing myself with my friends. Physically, I was a 'late-developer' -and agonised frequently over the possibility that I would never 'become a woman'. Academically, I was uncertain of how well could do. Socially, I often felt a failure because I didn't have a boyfriend. I read teenage magazines which said all I needed to do was go down to the local coffee bar (I didn't have one) and then 'he' would be waiting. I stopped reading them and felt better . 

...After '0' levels, in which I did brilliantly, things changed. No longer wearing school uniform seemed to have a drastic effect. Suddenly my small body was not only acceptable but praised and desired. My intellect was respected. Now boys fell for me left, right and centre -but I didn't like any of them. Those I did go out with for brief periods in the 6th form were immature, and could only talk about football. My most valuable relationships were with my women friends -but these conversations we had were dismissed as 'gossip' by male staff members. One particular older woman became the most important person in my life for three years or so, introducing me to the important questions in life: who am 17 why am I here7 what is love7 what are relationships for7 Once or twice I thought that my attraction to her might mean I was a lesbian, but I felt attracted to boys too, so it didn't bother me much. 

...At university I seemed to be 'hot property', which surprised and frightened me. Men seemed to think it appropriate to comment on my anatomy from 100 yards away. I chose a close and steady heterosexual relationship early on -to prove to myself I was capable of it, and to protect myself from predatory, sexist males, of which there were many. I soon realized that 'Christian' taboos on sex outside of marriage were nonsense, and had a full sexual relationship for two or three years within that committed relationship. In retrospect, I didn't enjoy penetrative sexual intercourse much, and often did it out of a sense of duty and loving commitment to the man I was in love with.  When that-relationship ended, I was devastated. My concept of myself had become very much bound up with being part of socially acceptable coupledom. I felt pressure to become part of a couple again -as if I was somehow incomplete being alone. 

...However, the intense feelings I'd felt for the older woman a few years before resurfaced in relation to two or three women I knew well. Both were inaccessible, so it was safe but unhelpful to fall in love with them. I confronted my feelings of attraction and decided I was capable of 'loving women', and needed to explore what that meant for me. Soon after that I met a woman nearly my own age, and took the plunge of a lesbian relationship. In the space of a few months I've become closer to her than I've ever been to anyone else in my life. Sex is wonderful, and I never make love out of a sense of 'duty'. Those who condemn lesbian relationships don't know what they're missing." 

69. 	"We have been married for thirty years and our sex life has got better year by year. Now that the children have left home we have some much coveted privacy. We need each other and rely on each other more than ever. " 

70. 	"First I wasn't sure of my orientation. Second, I had developed a good friendship with this family. Third, in my first circuit appointment I met a young chap, also a Methodist. I was a bachelor at the time. We struck up a close friendship and things developed from there. He used to come and stay with me quite often. We had to split up because he had been found out by his parents and he felt it was wiser. I was threatened by exposure in letters from his mother. So we split. I suppose that some people might say that I was on the rebound from that. But I'm not sure that I was. ..I went through a time in the first 10 or 15 years of my married life when I would describe myself very much as bisexual but I'm not at all sure that I would describe myself in those terms now." 

71. 	"There are lots of experiences and feelings through which gay ministers go which lead them to be more balanced or potentially more understanding as pastors. There have been a number of painful experiences in my own life which could have gone two ways in terms of how I dealt with them.  I could have become very angry and uptight about many of those experiences or you can internalise them in the right way and allow them to become part of your experience from which you learn and grow. I hope I've done the latter although I bear in mind that there is always likely to be some of the former in me. I think that going through those experiences and coming out the other side of them enables you to listen to other people from very different standpoints and positions and understand where they are and where they would like to be and how you might assist them." 

72. 	"It was and is a delight to love and to be loved -and I had to learn not to throw my arms around people and not to kiss everybody! This' found difficult - and still do. , often get it wrong -most of the time I think' would rather be rejected than not embrace my brother and sister. , have much to learn. 

...Perhaps I was a late developer, for the idea that people did not want an expression of my love only dawned on me in my twenties. Whether that is due to conceit or insensitivity, I'm still working it out! It is not hard to love; the hard thing is discovering what is acceptable, appropriate and needed, and this changes and develops. 

...I have some wonderful friends, male, female, married, single, widowed, divorced, gay, lesbian, bi-sexual, transvestite and celibate. I am not married but have had close relationships with both men and women, one of which was a physical heterosexual. Although I love babies and children and would have loved to conceive and bear a child, I think I have always known that I would never marry. Its quite hard writing that down because I have never verbalised it before -it's been in my heart but not in my head. 

...Many of the men I have loved have been possessive and dominant, and sometimes violent, and that is why relationship did not lead to marriage. The gentler men I have loved have turned out to be gay or celibate priests! Once when I went out for a meal with six gay men, it was such a wonderful experience that I sat alone afterwards trying to relive and think out why it had been so special. I came to this conclusion: they loved me for myself alone, not for any power they could exert over me nor for any thing they wanted from me. It was a loving interest in each other that was free and deep, intensely happy and from which we learned and still do. 

...To be a member of this Commission has been a very painful experience for me, and I hope at the end of it we get a chance to share our hurts. It is true for all of us that 

'…we make His love too narrow By false limits of our own 
And we magnify His strictness With a zeal He will not own.' 

...How can we come to 'love God and do what we like'? There needs to be this rapturous abandon within the Church. The childlike Wow! of celebration. Now and then this happens -as we lose ourselves we find new life: death and resurrection. Perhaps the agony of the Commission will burst forth in a New Creation. Somehow, I think we make heavy weather of sex., It's not meant to be a cerebral activity, is it? 'Love God and enjoy him for ever' -and sex is one of His gifts. I rejoice in my sexuality. To transfer feelings into thoughts I take the risk of being misunderstood -rather like putting my arms around you….back to the beginning"' 

73. 	Each of these stories comes from someone within the life of the Methodist Church. All the stories witness to the variety of life style which exists within the Church. Many reflect changes in our society. Some are stories which a few decades ago either might not have been told or might n(),t have happened to church people. This raises questions about whether in the life of the Church we have trusted each other enough to give people space and time to learn honestly from each other's experience. To do that we need to learn to avoid such over- simplifications as 'everything in society is permissive and wrong', or 'everything is progressive and enlightened'. God works through contemporary society and experience as well as through the tradition of the Church. Ethics do not exist apart from the mores of the society from which and for which they are derived. 

74. 	At this stage several comments are possible. First, all the stories and exclamations are about relationships. This is because sexuality belongs in the context of relationships. There are no relationships which are not between sexual beings because sexuality is an integral part of each person. They are therefore stories about sexual relationships, that is, about two sexual beings relating to one another. Each story affirms in its own way the primacy of relationship. 

75. 	Second, none of these story tellers has suggested that there are no boundaries to be observed in exploring and expressing their sexuality. Each story comes from a person who is a practising Christian, committed to following Jesus Christ, who is also very conscious of the Christian tradition to which s/he is committed, and has tried to work out a sexual ethic within that framework. 

76. 	Third, the working out of these boundaries for us personally and for the Church corporately is what the discussion of human sexuality is largely about in the current debate. We shall move towards that as we consider both the nature and place of the biblical evidence and the contribution from contemporary studies. 

77. 	Fourth, overtly sexual relationships bring joy and pain. But so do all relationships, because it is the relationship which has the potential for joy and pain. Any overtly sexual dimension of a relationship will heighten the joy and the pain. There is quite a bit of pain in these stories. But the pain and hurt is not confined to one sort of sexual relationship and is not to be found only in one kind of orientation. Nor is the joy. Whatever the particular sexual orientation of those involved, that is the context in which the joy and pain, potential in all relationships, have to be worked out. 

78. 	Fifth, for each story teller, there is a close relationship between sexuality and spirituality, reflecting the relationship between personal growth and the desire for God. This should not surprise us, for there is a long tradition which uses highly sexual imagery to explore spiritual matters. It is to be found in The Song of Songs in the Old Testament and in much mystical spirituality in the Christian tradition, including that of Julian of Norwich. 

79. 	Sixth, a characteristic of this collection of comments and stories is variety. Christians hold a variety of views on a whole number of questions. Is the existence of a variety of views and life style in the area of sexuality any different from the existence of a variety of views about other personal, social and political issues? This variety has to be taken with particular seriousness precisely because it concerns our sexuality, which is such an integral part of each human life, rather than merely a view, even a very deeply held view, about an issue in contemporary life. Sexuality is about identity -personal and social identity. 

80. 	Finally, in this Report we are not able to take up all the issues raised in these comments and stories. We focus particularly on the issue of gay and lesbian relationships, well illustrated in this material, because as a matter of fact this is the issue which most concerns the Church at the moment in the area of human sexuality. This may be partly because it focuses on the issue of the authority of Scripture, partly because such relationships are often taken as representative of the permissiveness of our society, and partly because at a time of rapid social change the Church is especially concerned with issues relating to its own distinctiveness and boundaries. 

The Biblical Material 

Introduction: Approaching Scripture 

81. 	We turn to the Bible because, in the words of the Deed of Union, Holy Scripture records the divine revelation which is the supreme rule of faith and practice. Its interpretation, however, is in the hands of its readers, and within the membership of the Commission there is a variety of approach to the interpretation of Scripture, corresponding to the very variety of approach to be found in the Church at large. , 

82. 	There is a great variety of sexual life style described within the pages of Scripture. But the Bible is not a book about sexuality and cannot therefore be treated as a manual on sexuality which gives a set of definitions and laws. Any attempt to read the biblical documents as though they will yield up unambiguous answers to complex contemporary problems of human relationships is likely to meet with some frustration and disappointment. Christians must wrestle with Scripture in order that it may become a resource for understanding the nature of human sexuality and for discovering the boundaries within which they can live out their sexual relationships. 

83. 	This is because the Bible records a variety of human relationships and expresses a variety of judgements about them, each relating to the cultural conditions and religious understanding of the day. What we have, therefore, is a variety of responses, through different forms of literature, to the experience of sexuality. These responses can be properly understood only against the wider social contexts of the time, particularly the role of sex in Canaanite religion and the assumptions of Graeco-Roman society in the 1st century AD. 

84. 	Some believe that the best way to discover the mind of Scripture is to conduct a detailed examination of those passages and texts which speak directly about sexuality, and that the Christian attitude towards, for instance, homosexuality or pre- and extra-marital sexual relations can be derived directly and unambiguously from the study of texts relating to these matters. Others believe that the mind of Scripture is better discerned from a consideration of the main themes of the Bible, as they relate to God's attitude towards people and people's attitude towards each other and to society around them. 

85. 	Some believe that the Bible has a permanent validity for all people in all times, a view supported by the observation that in many ways human nature stays the same, despite very different social circumstances. Others believe that contemporary experience is part of the continuing unfolding of the understanding of the people of God which we can trace within the Bible and Christian tradition, and which sometimes may lead to major re-evaluations of the Church's position. 

86. 	There is not necessarily any conflict between these two approaches, for neither is an exclusive exercise. No serious student of the Bible would wish to interpret particular texts apart from an acknowledgement of the main thrust of scriptural teaching. And no serious student of the Bible would wish to make generalizations about the teaching of Scripture on any particular subject apart from a consideration of those texts which appear to relate to that subject. Nevertheless, it is important to recognise that there are different ways of searching the scriptures, and that sometimes these different methods may lead to different conclusions. 

87. 	We are agreed that the interpretation of Scripture is a process in which the Church is continuously engaged. This process includes the task of establishing the text of Scripture, reviewing the variety of ways in which stories and texts have been interpreted and reinterpreted in the Christian tradition, and continuing the dialogue between contemporary experience on the one hand and Scripture and tradition on the other hand. Differences of opinion, approach and emphasis arise in this latter area in particular, namely, the relative importance of the authority of the Bible and experience, especially if and when these two seem to be in conflict. 

88. 	In preparing this Report, members of the Commission have worked with a variety of approaches to Scripture. We have been united in the belief that it is important to seek to discover as well as we can what the mind of Scripture is on both the broad question of human sexuality and on the more particular questions relating to various forms of sexual expression. There has been considerable dialogue within the Commission about the use and the interpretation of Scripture. This dialogue has been enriching and enlightening, and is reflected in this consideration of the biblical evidence. 

89. 	We looked first at biblical treatments of human sexuality in broad terms, then at certain key passages and texts, particularly those relating to homosexuality, all the time considering the different ways in which major biblical themes may relate to and provide the context for interpreting the biblical treatment of sexual matters. 

90. 	The writings of the New Testament provide the clues by which Christians understand the Old Testament. Indeed, it is only in reading the Jewish scriptures through the eyes of the New Testament that the Old Testament becomes an integral part of Christian Scripture. So we reminded ourselves of the perspective of the New Testament before we considered the important things which the Old Testament has to say about human sexuality. 

91. 	The central note of the New Testament is that the kingdom of God has come in the birth, ministry, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ. The life of the kingdom can be characterised in different ways, each of which can be witnessed in the teaching and life of Jesus. Love and acceptance are two words which can be used to express the central characteristic. Jesus lived a life of love towards God and each person he encountered, and it was out of love that he died on the cross. 

92. 	His relationships with individual people were characterised by acceptance, whether of tax collectors, prostitutes or others. This is not to say that his friendship made no demands, as is clear from the stories about Zacchaeus, the rich young ruler and the adulterous woman. The central invitation was always to follow him with all that this implied in terms of a willingness for a changed life style: repent and believe the gospel; come, follow me. 

93. 	The pattern of this life has been received in the Church through four gospels, each one of which has its emphases. We see within these different ways of telling the story something of the struggle of particular Christian communities to work out the moral and social implications of his life and teaching, especially his questioning of some of the Jewish laws and the ways in which society tended to divide people into righteous and sinners. 

94. 	Christians believe that the characteristics shown in the life of Jesus and expressed in his dying and rising are not only indicators of how human life can be within the kingdom of God, but are also indicators of God's attitude towards us. This is the same God who is spoken about in the Old Testament, but now God is to be viewed in the light of what he has revealed of himself in Jesus Christ. 

95. 	The Old Testament speaks of human sexuality in the context of creation. The theme of new creation in the New Testament indicates that God is a creating God who is ever seeking to renew creation and human life. In part, this is found in the Genesis suggestion that in expressing wholeness in our sexual relationships we are being like God, that is, we are participating in his creative work. All this indicates that Scripture takes a positive, joyful and hopeful view of human sexuality. Our sexuality is part of God's creative gift to us. This means that it is a cause for thankfulness and rejoicing; it also means that it is a gift to be looked after , cherished and used within the context of God's creative purposes and God's inauguration of the kingdom as seen in Jesus Christ. 

96. 	The Old Testament also acknowledges that human sexuality is potentially open to abuse, and contains many stories of such abuse in the lives of the leaders of the people, such as Samson and David. It is partly in this context that laws arose against certain sexual practices, such as incest, rape and bestiality. It is also in the context of the recognition of human failings that divorce becomes permissible. 

97. 	What we are recognising here is the dual note of God's intention for creation, reaffirmed in the teaching of Jesus about the kingdom of God, and the reality of human conduct and experience. In other words, all the time the Bible is in dialogue with people's actual experience. This is why we have begun this Report with a recognition of the variety of sexual experience within the Church and society. To listen to the Bible is both to allow the Bible to challenge our experience with its call to live the life of the kingdom, and also to bring the reality of our own experience to Scripture so that the two may be in dialogue. This is the very process which we see taking place in Scripture itself and accounts for the ambivalence sometimes detected in the way which Scripture views many expressions of human sexuality. This gives us an important clue as to how we too should proceed, scripturally. 
 
98. 	To express this in legal and moral terms, as Scripture often does, is to do two things at once. It is to give expression, though necessarily partial and inadequate expression only, to God's hope and dream for his creation. It is also to recognise the ambiguity and frailty of human life, setting boundaries within which the community can live together in love, and in which personal relations, including sexual relations, can be expressed and fulfilled. 

99. 	To listen to what the Bible has to say about human sexuality is to hear both these dimensions, the dream and the reality, and to find ways of living today within the inevitable tension between the two. To use what are non-biblical terms to express something of this would be to speak in terms of ideals and reality. The Bible sets out what we may wish to call ideals, expressed in somewhat different ways at different times, and in the end always to be interpreted in the light of the kingdom of God, as seen in the birth, life, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ. The Bible also acknowledges the reality that all human relationships fall short of this ideal, which falling short it calls sin. It is of fundamental importance to recognise that in the view of Scripture all human relationships fall short of the ideal. Therefore all expressions of human sexuality, not just those which are outside the context of heterosexual relationships within marriage, fall short. 

100. 	How can we hear what Scripture is saying to us today? Within our present context, the task is to discover what guidance Scripture offers to the difficult task of determining what styles of life and modes of personal conduct and freedom are permissible within the life of the Church today, and what discipline the Church should seek to exercise with reference to both members and those who hold office in the Church. There were differences of opinion, judgement and conviction within the Commission about the way in which Scripture should be used in this exercise, and about its value and authority relative to contemporary experience. This Report does not seek to disguise these differences, but rather acknowledges that the tension which they reflect is a tension to be found in Scripture itself as the Bible wrestles with the themes of God's intention and the reality of human experience. 

The biblical material: the Old Testament 

101. 	In its response to the report A Christian Understanding of Human Sexuality presented to it in 1979, the Conference asked for a more thorough examination of the teaching of Scripture. This material was presented to the Conference of 1980 in additional sections and in an appendix to the report. In relation to heterosexuality, it reviewed the passages which affirm the goodness of sex and the institution of marriage, while at the same time noting those passages which permit divorce and speak of the celibate state. It also noted Scripture's rejection of what it called 'deviations', such as adultery, prostitution, incest and rape, commenting that such practices may never be justified in the name of love. 

102. 	In relation to homosexuality, it contained an examination of four groups of passages, namely, the Sodom story in Genesis 19, references to cult prostitution in Deuteronomy and Kings, the Levitical Law, and material in the New Testament epistles. It then recorded two different attempts to interpret the scriptural material, one of which was named conservative. This suggestion that there are only two views of Scripture with little or no room for anything in between is not helpful. It encourages a tendency to caricature, and it fails to recognise that, for many Christians, the uncertain minefield somewhere between the radical and the conservative positions is the ground they wish to tread, and that with great care! 
 
103. 	Each of these passages or sets of passages is open to various interpretations. Much of this ground is covered adequately enough in the separate sections of the 1980 report, and here we want simply to illustrate two areas. The first is the variety of possible interpretations. The refusal of a passage or text to yield a single, unambiguous meaning should not be a source of embarrassment; rather it testifies to the continuing liveliness of the Bible as the word of God for each generation. And second, we acknowledge the general thrust of Scripture, the direction in which the scriptural material points. 

104. 	Concerning Genesis 19, we note that the Sodom story offers no guidelines of behaviour about either hospitality or sexuality but rather assumes values which we cannot accept about a whole range of issues -homosexual and heterosexual behaviour, the abuse of women and children, life within the family. In the light of this, it is neither helpful nor credible to treat the story as principally a condemnation of homosexuality. True, this story has been a profound influence on Christian attitudes. A traditional interpretation has been that it was the homosexual activity of Sodom which caused the divine wrath, though the previous chapter has already indicated God's decision to destroy Sodom for unspecified sins. Equally, it does no justice to the story to argue that it has no homosexual reference, and it would be unwise to try to play down the homosexual aspect of Sodom's sin. This is how it seems to have been understood by the post-exilic editors of this material. 

105. 	A number of passages in Deuteronomy and Kings appear to relate to male cult prostitutes and these are dealt with in detail in the 1980 report. It is uncertain what the function of male prostitutes was and therefore not clear whether the condemnation of the practice involves a rejection of homosexual practices. Other Canaanite practices certainly influenced the development of Jewish religion and it is possible that this cult was so utterly rejected not so much because it was associated with Baalim but because of the prostitution it involved, and possibly particularly because of the element of male prostitution. It is agreed that the interpretation of this material has elements of uncertainty attached to it, and it would be unwise to base too much on it. 

106. 	There is no such ambiguity, however, when we turn to the Levitical law. Here male homosexual acts are condemned, even when there is no violence involved. There is debate about the continuing moral force of such condemnation. For the same moral code also bans the eating of meat with blood in it, sexual intercourse during menstruation, cross breeding cattle, the wearing of .garments made of two kinds of fabric, amongst many other practices. Does the fact that the Levitical law against homosexuality is found with such a series of timebound localised regulations limit its application? The biblical interpreter has to seek to distinguish between those laws which are chiefly ceremonial, or whose chief purpose is to avoid contemporary pagan practice, and those which are moral in their basis and have continuing application. This is not always an easy task and inevitably there are degrees of difference in making such distinctions. There is therefore a continuing debate about the interpretation of the purity ethic which is central to a reading of Leviticus. 

107. 	Allowing for the uncertain meaning of some of this Old Testament material and accepting that there will be differences about the extent to which some of the material is directly applicable today, there is nevertheless no doubt that the Old Testament does condemn homosexual practices. Wherever homosexuality is mentioned it is condemned. 

108. 	Yet there may be other ways of looking at the Old Testament material. The creation material in Genesis 1 comes from a tradition concerned primarily with the correct ordering of creation. The fear is of chaos destroying this order, and unclean things are seen as a sign of this chaos. This is the context in which the order of male and female is discussed, and in this tradition elsewhere in Scripture homosexuality is seen as unclean and a threat to the created order. But there may be another biblical tradition which is not so threatened by the breakdown of this order. Some think that the Psalmist is expressing his belief that we should not be afraid of the disorder which will come about when the earth gives way and the mountains tumble into the sea (Ps 46). 

109. 	Another biblical tradition, the Exodus theme, leads to a liberation framework within which it is possible to interpret the rejection of homosexual practices. Some biblical interpreters would speak of gay liberation alongside black liberation and feminism, and root all three in this Exodus motif. This is not dissimilar to the way some biblical interpreters would read the story of the conversion of Cornelius and the subsequent Council of Jerusalem in Acts as a model for determining their attitude to homosexuals and lesbians. They argue that through this story Acts itself points to the necessary re-interpretation of traditional material: in Acts, towards the Gentiles; today, towards homosexuals and lesbians. Such an appeal to liberation themes in Scripture as a context in which to reappraise the biblical material about sexuality supposes that homosexual and lesbian practices are not sinful as such. Any prior judgement that particular sexual practices are sinful will reject the application of the liberation theme in this context, while not denying its centrality in other areas. 

110. 	As well as these two themes, there are other biblical strands, and consequent interpretations of the material, to be laid alongside the creation material in Genesis. Some of these other traditions may provide a context in which to re- evaluate the Old Testament rejection of homosexual practices. 

111. 	Within the history of the Church, biblical injunctions have sometimes been rejected in the name of deeper biblical principles. The role of women is a contemporary example. Is homosexuality also an example of a moral issue which has to be re-interpreted in the light of the underlying message of the Bible, especially the New Testament? 

The biblical material: the New Testament. 

112. 	The New Testament passages considered in the 1980 report are to be found in the Pauline letters, the key verses being I Corinthians 6. 9-11; Romans 1.26-27 and I Timothy 1.8-11. 

113. 	The I Corinthians passage lists sinners who will not inherit the kingdom of God. Although there is some ambiguity, and therefore a continuing debate, about the terms used, it is agreed that Paul has in mind homosexual activities. It is possible, however, to see the inclusion of references to homosexuality simply as adding weight to the catalogue of sins and therefore as having something of the nature of an occasional remark about it. However, although the passage as a whole is about heterosexual relations rather than homosexual, Paul's basic argument arises from his belief that the body is not meant for immorality but for the Lord, and he includes homosexual practices in his understanding of what is immoral. 

114. 	The Romans passage undoubtedly rejects both homosexual and lesbian practices, the only passage in the Bible which explicitly refers to female homosexuality. The passage as a whole, however, is concerned with a much broader matter than homosexuality. Paul is showing that all people are lost in sin and fail to give glory to God their creator. Homosexuality, along with idolatry, represents the disorder and perversion of creation. Paul suggests that people have allowed the creation to usurp the place of the creator . 

115. 	The passage in I Timothy includes homosexual practice in a list of practices, like murder and perjury, which break the commandments, and so reinforces the condemnation in I Corinthians and Romans. 

116. 	A study of these passages, found in greater detail in the 1980 report, leads to the clear conclusion that Paul rejects homosexual practice. It is quite likely that he has in mind principally the practice of pederasty, that is, relationships between an adult (active) man and a younger, normally teenage (passive) boy. It may be unwise, however, to presume that his rejection of homosexual practices can be limited to pederasty. Even so, it is probably fair to say that, as seems to be the case elsewhere in the Bible, Paul appears to be speaking about homosexual behaviour by those whom he believed God had created for heterosexual behaviour. From the evidence available, he does not appear to know of an exclusively orientated homosexual condition. 

Conclusions 

117. 	Is it possible to draw any general observations about the biblical material as a whole at this stage? Although there may be proper debate about the precise meaning and interpretation of some of the biblical words, verses and passages which refer to homosexual activity, it is safe to conclude that the burden of biblical evidence is to reject homosexuality. 

118. 	However, we note too that sexual sins are given less prominence in Scripture than others, such as strife and envy. For example, Paul never condemns sexual sins without condemning greed and idolatry. Moreover, there are relatively few references to homosexuality in the Bible and nowhere is the subject given any extensive treatment. This may be because the Bible is not as pre-occupied with sexual sins as is society today. It certainly recognises that there are other equally serious moral issues, which are given little attention in today's society. This does not mean, of course, that sexual sins are unimportant. 

119. 	Although the Bible does include some stories about acts of tenderness between same sex friends, there are other expressions of homosexuality, recognised today, which are not mentioned in Scripture. Therefore, for example, there is no specific consideration of what some might wish today to term an adolescent phase, any more than there is of what we call criminal paedophilia. 

120. 	It is not wise to seek to dismiss all sexual laws or judgements in Scripture about sexual practices simply as culturally conditioned. Of course they are culturally conditioned, but that still leaves open the question of how, through the words of Scripture, we hear the word of God for us today. For some this means a more direct, though not absolutely literal, application of the words of Scripture to the conditions and features of contemporary society. For others, it involves a more complex application which does not yield such direct conclusions, precisely because today's world is in some respects very different, and includes a fuller understanding of human sexuality. For all members of the Commission, the use of Scripture involves struggling with the text in order that it may become God's word for today. One reason why differing conclusions are sometimes drawn is that differing weights are given to the various factors involved. 

121. 	For every interpreter of the Old Testament there arises the question of the validity of the Jewish law for Christians. In its early years, Christianity rejected the rite of circumcision and the food laws of Judaism. The law was, therefore, not seen as binding on Christians. Paul expressed his understanding of the place of the Jewish law through the words 'love your neighbour', echoing the words of Jesus. He also seems to have made a distinction between ritual and ceremonial requirements on the one hand, and what we might call moral precepts on the other. 

122. 	However, important though such a debate about our attitude towards the Jewish law might be, Paul himself did not hesitate to echo the Jewish condemnation of homosexuality, and makes no suggestion that his reassessment of the place of the law for Christians would affect such a judgement. Moreover , whether we use the language of law or not, it is clear that the Bible does not promote a no-boundaries ethic. Rather does it adopt the two-fold perspective of recognising the ambiguity of humanity -all fall short -and the need for growth in holiness, possible only through God's grace. Rules, regulations, laws, boundaries are all to be seen in this context. 

123. 	If it is agreed that the Bible condemns homosexuality, what precisely is being condemned? We have already noted the opinion that probably Paul has pederasty primarily in mind. Is he condemning the corruptions associated with homosexuality -the exploitation of boys, the buying and selling of sexual favours, the use of force -which are just as much with us today as in his time? Undoubtedly he is, as we do today. It is also true that he appears to know nothing of those expressions of homosexuality which involve tenderness, fidelity and affection in the same measure as is possible between heterosexual people. This makes it very difficult to judge whether Paul's condemnation of homosexual practices should be read as including homosexuality which does not in any way involve the particular perversions he seems to have in mind. Also, it appears impossible to judge whether the distinction some wish to make today between homosexual orientation and homosexual practice was one which would have made any sense, or any difference, to Paul. It may also be argued that Paul was still working out the implications of the gospel and cannot therefore be assumed to have said the final word on homosexuality, any more than on slavery. 

124. The scriptural verses and passages which reject homosexual practices, unambiguous though some of them are, may be heard in different ways. They can be seen as a pressure for social conformity, and thus create personal anxiety and guilt. It can be argued that if heard in this way they exclude Christians from the Church and place obstacles in the path of their spiritual development. In such a debate, we must ask whether it is the task of the Christian community to conserve the scriptural tradition or to seek what may be called a more dynamic exploration of its meaning, afresh in every age. 

125. 	We must be beware of false dichotomy here. It would be quite wrong to suggest that there is a simple choice between a traditional position which urges a response of obedience to what the Bible says and a revisionist position which urges a response based on some values of the contemporary world. The Bible is always about discerning the presence and purpose of God in contemporary society, and a belief in the resurrection of Christ confesses his living presence among us. As the basic images used so often by Jesus suggest, what we need is to hear and to see, so that we may discern the presence of the kingdom and listen to the mind of God. 
 
Contemporary Understandings of Sexuality 

126. 	Because Scripture is in dialogue with contemporary society, it is important to look not only at stories illustrating something of the variety of expressions of human sexuality but also at how contemporary society understands its sexuality. We can draw upon sociological, biological and psychological studies to help us to understand our sexuality in general and homosexuality in particular . 

Sociological studies 

127. 	We have seen that sexuality is a vital element in human nature; it is, therefore, a formative influence in human society. It is the source of some of the strongest attractions, deepest insights and most powerful forces in the lives of men and women. It can release forces which are creative and life-enhancing in human personalities and relationships. Equally, these forces can be destructive, divisive and life-diminishing. The most intense expression of our sexuality is in genital acts, but it is also expressed with various degrees of intensity in relationships such as family affection and friendship in which we judge that there ought to be no place for genital activity. Sexuality also provides much of the inspiration for the creative arts and, as we have noted, is closely associated with religious feelings. 

128. 	Academic sociology demonstrates how the social context has a powerful influence on shaping the understanding and control of sexuality. The way we view our body and its boundaries is paralleled by the way we think of our society, including the Church, and its boundaries. For example, some people find the intimacy of worship in the round or eye contact during the saying of the grace an embarrassment. Such features of life in the Church are a reflection of a society which is increasingly individualistic. So, some social historians have argued that a less tolerant society produces a less tolerant church, and vice versa. And Marxists have claimed to detect society controlling sexuality for the needs and labour requirements of capitalist society. 

129. 	Society influences both our gender identity and our sexual behaviour. It has long been recognised that in various ways all societies prescribe different roles and certain types of behaviour for girls and boys, women and men, and expect certain qualities and attitudes from them. This gender role is a major external factor influencing our sexual self awareness, though these roles and attitudes clearly vary from one society to another and sometimes change in the course of time. In our society, certain types of human institutions, such as all male schools, prisons and the armed forces, may contribute to homosexual behaviour. likewise, through the influences of home, school and the media, most people in our society are taught to be heterosexual. 

130. 	Moral boundaries cannot be isolated from the structures of the society in which we live. The boundaries of acceptable sexual behaviour are picked up from the community to which a person belongs. Equally, such social conventions can be seen to push people along certain paths. For example, among teenagers there is the social pressure to have a boy friend or girl friend of the opposite sex. Those who discover that they are gay or lesbian find themselves under pressure to react in certain ways because of their fear of the disapproval of society. 

131. 	Social science research often uses the image of a spectrum to describe human sexuality. This image suggests that a person is usually some way between the two ends of a spectrum, being neither wholly heterosexual nor wholly homosexual. Others find this image too linear and prefer to speak of overlapping possibilities. 

Neither image suggests that most people are bisexual. The images are used simply to suggest that sexuality is more complex than a neat separation into two contrasting groups would allow. The observation that some people appear to change their sexual orientation later in life supports this picture. It is rather a matter of degree: a person is more one than the other. Some rather elaborate studies have adopted a 17-point scale of measurement. At one extreme of the scale, people are completely heterosexual, that is, they are attracted only to members of the opposite sex. At the other end, people are completely homosexual, that is, they are attracted only to members of the same sex. In between, many people find that they are attracted to people of both sexes. 

132. 	The proportion of people in these categories is uncertain. Estimates of homosexuality have ranged very widely. Most commonly, in this country, the figure of 4% to 5% is used as an estimate of those who have expressed a homosexual orientation. But there is no sure means of establishing such a figure, especially at a time when there are still so many disincentives for people coming out and declaring their homosexuality. 

Biological studies 

133. 	Previous studies of sexual orientation have looked to biology and the study of the animal world for insight into what might be considered natural. Unfortunately, there are difficulties in using the concept of what is natural. There are different meanings to the word. A lack of precision, or the use of the word in different ways, has tended to make discussion confused. For the most part, in this Report we have preferred not to use the term. For whatever definition might be adopted, it remains very difficult to identify what should be counted as natural behaviour. In any case, it is not clear what the precise relevance is of knowing what is natural in terms of sexuality. Different answers are to be found to this question, depending largely on what attitude is taken to the created world as a whole. For example, a pessimistic view might tend to discount natural behaviour as fallen, while a more optimistic view might give much more weight to what is judged to be natural behaviour. Some of the difficulties of disentangling what is natural from what is of human creation can be seen in the issue of birth control and the implications drawn from the procreative aspect of sexual intercourse. 

134. 	Procreation has been closely linked with genital activity and, until artificial insemination by husband or donor-and embryo implantation enabled procreation to occur without sexual intercourse, procreation was always dependent on a particular sexual act. This biological fact has dominated previous attitudes to sexuality and profoundly influenced sexual practices in the past. Modern methods of birth control have enabled heterosexual couples engaging in vaginal intercourse to separate the procreative aspects from the relational and recreational aspects of genital activity. Furthermore, the urgent need to limit population growth has encouraged this re-evaluation of the role of procreation in human sexuality. 

135. 	Scientific investigations have revealed many complex processes which are involved in human sexual development and maturation. Human sexuality has physical, psychological and social components, and these interact with one another. The physical components include the genetic material, sex hormones and the internal and external sex organs. The sex hormones influence the development of the external sex organs and the brain, and following puberty, the secondary sexual characteristics which include body shape and muscle, bone structure, hair distribution and voice. 

136. 	The study of the human body confirms what we have noted elsewhere about the all pervading nature of our sexuality. For most people, the sex hormones determine so many biological matters that the person's physical and psychological make-up is an outcome of their sexual nature. The sexuality of a person, whether homosexual or heterosexual, cannot therefore be isolated from the whole person and treated as though it were simply one feature of the person's life. Rather does it pervade everything. This is not to say that personality traits and body build are reliable indicators of whether a person is homosexual or heterosexual, but rather that we are so thoroughly sexual beings that our sexuality is reflected in everything about us. 

137. 	In the majority of people sexual differentiation follows a consistent pattern. There is no doubt that they are either male or female. But in a small minority there may be sexual ambiguity at one or more levels, for example absence of a sex chromosome, or inability to synthesize the appropriate sex hormone, or ambiguous external sex organs. 

138. 	As we grow, we become aware of ourselves as female or male. That is, we discover, partly through the influence of society, our gender identity. Although its development is not fully understood, gender identity is probably physically, socially and psychologically determined early in our childhood, and is normally compatible with our biological sex. Occasionally, this is not so, and such transsexual persons are convinced that they belong to the opposite sex. 

139. 	There is debate about the extent to which some attributes are confined to one sex or another. However, the male sex hormone, testosterone, produced in excess in pathological states such as precocious puberty, or given to promote athletic prowess, is associated with aggression. By contrast the absence or low production of this hormone in males, as in castrati and eunuchs, or in sexual offenders receiving drug therapy, reduces drive and virtually eliminates sexual desire. But other characteristics, sometimes thought to be confined to one sex or another, on closer examination are not found to be so. 

140. 	The majority of women and men are responsive to and dependent on heterosexual stimulation for sexual arousal and orgasm. Their orientation is heterosexual. In a minority, however, sexual arousal and orgasm are dependent on other types of stimulation. Some respond to members of their own sex as well as members of the opposite sex, whilst others only to members of their own sex. Here too the mechanism which leads to these responses is not fully understood. Some judge that it appears to be fixed in early childhood. But sometimes a person's orientation may be revealed only later in life. 

141. 	The available biological evidence, both anatomical and genetic/chromosomal, does not allow an unambiguous answer to the question whether sexual orientation is innate or acquired. There is no clear evidence of genetic or hormonal differences to account for homosexuality. It seems likely that the cause of homosexuality is diverse rather than from one source alone. Arguably, if a person's homosexual state were brought about by factors in the physical or social environment, that person would be said to have an abnormality akin to an illness which potentially could be remedied. If it is innate, say genetic, then there is not the same reason for seeking a 'remedy'. In general terms, the evidence suggests that our sexual identity develops from a mixture of given features, and of nurturing, environmental factors. 

142. 	The anatomical evidence is equally ambiguous. The question of anal intercourse often seems to govern people's reactions to homosexuality. Some medical opinion states not only that the penis and the vagina have evolved to fit each other but also that the human anatomy, particularly the characteristics of the anal passage, suggests that anal intercourse is harmful. Others would argue that such difficulties can be overcome and that anal intercourse is satisfactory. Any judgement about anal intercourse applies, of course, both to heterosexual and homosexual activity. Some heterosexual couples engage in anal intercourse. Some surveys suggest that only a minority of homosexual couples engage in anal intercourse, many preferring other physical expressions of their sexuality. 

Psychological studies 

143. 	The new born baby develops its gender identity observing unconsciously its two role models in mother and father or their surrogates. Early on, the baby explores its own body and discovers that touching the sensitive parts gives exciting and comforting sensations. The infant may find consolation in auto-stimulation which later is termed masturbation. This process, which occurs also in the puberty transition, should be free of guilt. Sexual development usually means that, in time, a person moves away from masturbation, but the pressures to continue this practice are increased for some by the delay of marriage until many years after the body has matured at puberty. 

144. 	Few people would doubt that the development of adolescents is helped by a stable and fulfilled parental relationship (whether single parent or surrogate, separated parents, or both parents in the family home) in which taboos and family boundaries are respected. Adolescents need to claim and develop their own sexual role and identity. During this process, the role of the parental figure is very important. Where there are two parents, both have a special role, though not necessarily separate ones. Where there is one parent or surrogate only, that single person has to fulfil the complete parental role. Parents can encourage sexual confidence in the young person and allow the expression of appropriate affection and warmth. In all cases, it helps if there is support from friends and members of the family, as well as voluntary and statutory services. It is in the course of adolescence that the young person develops affection for other people outside the extended family. This may be expressed in close, same-sex friendships, and later in a developing interest in the opposite sex. At this stage the parental role begins to diminish as most adolescents are now into the process of choosing a permanent partner . 

145. 	For some people this is not the path which they will take. There may be relationship difficulties which prevent such a development. They may discover their homosexuality. The desire for a permanent partner of the opposite sex may lead to a premature sexual relationship or an early marriage. Others may adopt a single life style in response to a vocational call, through personal choice, or through force of circumstances. In these arid various other ways, a whole variety of sexual life styles develops. 

146. 	There are many theories about the psychological origins of homosexual orientation. None has gained widespread acceptance. We have already commented on the difficulties of disentangling what is innate and what is nurtured. 

147. 	One of the main questions which many people wish to address is the possibility of a change in orientation. Some claims have been made for this: there is evidence that some people have been successfully treated medically, and in some cases it is claimed religious conversion has led to actual reorientation. There is, however, a general consensus in the field of psychology which suggests that fundamental change of orientation is not likely, though there might be some modifications of behaviour. It has to be recognised that many homosexuals, like heterosexuals, do not want their orientation changed. Much depends on how homosexuality is regarded -as a deviation, a sickness, a maladjustment, or simply as a variant. In this context, it is important to underline the facts that gay men are no more probable seducers of the young than are heterosexual men, and that homosexual practice is not to be identified with paedophilia. 

Conclusions. 

148. 	Is it possible to draw any conclusions from contemporary sociological, biological and psychological debate? 

149. 	On the one hand, the available evidence does not supply unambiguous answers to some of the questions we put to it. In that sense, we look to contemporary science in vain. It does not tell us whether homosexuality and lesbianism are innate or inherited. It does not tell us whether the distinction between sexual orientation and practice is a proper one. It certainly does not answer our moral questions for us. 

150. 	On the other hand, the debate does help us to understand our sexuality. Sociological studies remind us of the way that social contexts shape our thinking, our attitudes and our behaviour. Biological studies confirm the all pervading nature of our sexuality. Psychological studies encourage us to further our personal development and our personal identity in terms of our sexuality, as in other dimensions of our personhood. 

Corporate Life and Institutional Decisions. 

151. 	The Commission has seen that there is a considerable diversity of opinion and variety of life style in society, in the Church as well as among its own members. We have thought it right to reveal rather than seek to conceal this diversity. Christians have always shared diverse opinions on a whole variety of subjects, not least those which involve drawing ethical conclusions from theological principles. So we recognise our own diversity, and we have come to respect the sincerely held views of one another, without necessarily changing our own position in any significant way. The significant change for us all has been a greater understanding, though not necessarily acceptance, of the positions, views and life styles of others whom we have come to respect as people and as fellow members of the body of Christ. The debate has reminded us of the provisional nature of much of our theology and ethics, and of the value there can be in acknowledging the tension which exists in the Christian tradition between conservers and innovators. 

152. 	Whereas we may individually be able to rejoice in the rich diversity we have discovered, we each must face the difficult question of how this diversity is to be handled institutionally. Are there to be rules laid down about the expression of human sexuality for those who are members of the Methodist Church? If so, are these rules to apply equally to every member of the Church, or are there to be stricter rules, or a stricter application of them, for those who are in any sense recognised leaders and teachers within the Church? Are ordained ministers to be treated in the same way as all other leaders, or is there to be an even stricter examination of those seeking ordination, or a stricter enforcement of the same rules? These are difficult enough practical questions, but behind them lies the question of whether the establishment of rules is the right way to deal with diversity. 
 
153. 	On the one hand, rules deny and exclude. They give power to those who operate them. They are open to the abuse of legalism. They can be the basis of self-righteousness at the expense of others. On the other hand, they help to give identity, as the food and circumcision laws did to the post exilic Jewish community. As such, they differentiate the community which operates them from society at large which does not, and they offer guidelines especially for those people who are young in the faith. In the context of this discussion, we need to note that taking place within the New Testament there is just such a debate about the place of the law. 

154. 	Despite the great variety of opinion within the Commission, we are all agreed that there are some boundaries which have to be recognised. We reject any and every sexual expression which involves violence, intimidation, the abuse of children or women or men. This is true for those who hold the most liberal views on human sexuality, namely, that a loving and sustaining relationship with another human person is the primary purpose of sexuality and that either same sex or different gender relationships may be entered, depending on basic orientation. It is true for those who hold the most traditional views on human sexuality, namely, that procreation is the primary purpose of sexuality and is to be expressed exclusively within a marriage which will produce children if possible. It is true for a whole variety of positions on the spectrum in between. 

155. 	Therefore, no one is wishing to argue that everything goes. We are all agreed that certain attitudes and behaviour are not acceptable within the Christian community. In that sense, we are agreed that there should be certain rules. These rules should be directed against the abuse of power and against exploitation. These are sadly characteristics of a variety of sexual relationships, including the traditional heterosexual relationship expressed within the framework of marriage. A rejection of these features of sexuality applies therefore right across the board of sexual relationships and practices: all agree that some forms of homosexual activity and some forms of heterosexual activity are morally wrong. In effect, however, this says nothing about the rightness or wrongness of heterosexual, homosexual, lesbian or bi-sexual relationships as such. It asks of each and every relationship that it be freely entered into and expressed in a loving context. 

156. 	Where we are not agreed is whether similar rules should reject certain sexual practices while affirming only certain others as permissible. Here there is no disagreement about God's love for all people, nor, therefore, about our need to love one another within the Christian community. The- differences of opinion, sincerely and thoughtfully held, lie in another area, namely, the concomitants of this recognition of God's everlasting love. 

157. 	We do not wish to polarise positions here any more than anywhere else in the Report. A variety of views are held with personal integrity. But it will help to illustrate this variety if two rather different responses are recognised as being held within the Church and by members of the Commission. One is that God's love is the offer of forgiveness, the call to repentance, and the welcome back of the sinner . This means that the active homosexual and lesbian is loved as a person but called to repentance and restraint in sexual practice. It implies that homosexual and lesbian physical sexual expression is sinful, or at least that some such expressions are sinful and require repentance. The other is that God's love expresses itself in unconditional acceptance of each person as s/he is, and reaches out to those who are misunderstood or rejected by the establishment of the society of their time. This means that the homosexual is not patronised or pitied or in any other way treated as less welcome than the heterosexual. It also means that the majority heterosexual part of the community recognises that it has things to learn from the minority homosexual part of the community, and that we recognise how much hurt and pain have been caused by Church attitudes towards homosexuals and lesbians. 

158. 	There is a whole number of positions on the spectrum between these two here described, some of which involve differences of judgement about the possibility and value in seeking to distinguish between orientation and practice. For others, there is such a degree of confusion in this area of seeking to work out the implications of God's love that confusion itself is quite properly one of the positions to be noted on the spectrum. 

159. 	However, forgiveness and acceptance cannot be presented as alternatives, and we must not see these two positions as mutually exclusive, still less as contradictory. For instance, those who advocate repentance and forgiveness are clear that their call to repentance is an expression of love and acceptance for the person. And those who advocate acceptance do not argue that there are no boundaries to Christian behaviour. In both arguments, whether we are using the language of forgiveness or of acceptance, for each person, the call to follow Christ is always a call to holiness. 

160. 	Behind these positions, it is evident that there lies a difference of opinion as to whether it is sin, for example, to practise one's homosexuality. If to express homosexuality in a physical relationship, even in the context of a loving commitment, is sin, then it follows that God's love expresses itself in a call to repentance and an offer of forgiveness, and that this therefore should be the attitude of the Church. In this context, sensitive rules excluding homosexual practices would seem to many to be both inevitable and right. On the other hand, there is also held the view that not all expressions of homosexuality are sinful, in which case the question of rules assumes another form. 

161. 	Many Christians do not find it so easy to contemplate rules and regulations for those who, in whatever sexual relationship, including a heterosexual married relationship, are guilty of the abuse of power, coercion, sexual violence and exploitation. Maybe this is because we prefer to suppose that these are not to be found within the marriages of those who belong to the Church. Or it may be that in this context we recognise that rules may prevent that very growth in maturity which is dependent on being able to make moral choices, and so we allow a greater freedom which can give rise to the possibility of a genuine growth into a more loving relationship. 

162. 	An alternative to rules is ideals. Rules are-necessarily negative in their expression and therefore exclude those who break them. Ideals are positive and express the hopes and aspirations of people, as well as possibly reflecting God's intention, in so far as this is humanly discerned. Is there however a common ideal which applies to everyone? 

163. 	Such an ideal can be expressed in general terms without difficulty. God's intention is that we should love one another. It is more difficult to gain agreement however when we try to express God's intentions in more particular forms. For example, it is difficult to argue that it is God's intention that all should enjoy a heterosexual relationship within marriage. The Christian tradition certainly suggests that it is God's will for some to be celibate. A more contentious issue, however, is whether God's varied intentions include the possibility of some people expressing their love for one another within lesbian and homosexual relationships. 

164. 	A fundamental issue here is whether we should conceive God's intention as an ideal which everyone should seek to express in the same way, or whether God's intention is to be discovered by each individual person as a personal ideal: "what God wants me to be" .This latter upholds the ideal of sensitive struggle rather than a static picture of perfection, a reaching out for personal potential within the confines of whatever is the particular person's human condition. 

165. 	Is the concept of ideals to be applied to the community as a corporate body or simply to each person as an individual? Our tradition is corporate, that is, it is that of personal expression within the corporate body. In the case of the Church, this corporate body is the body of Christ. What is God's ideal for the corporate body of Christ? Is it that of a monochrome community in so far as sexuality is concerned, that is, sexual expression only within the heterosexual married relationship? Or does the concept of the corporate body allow for a more varied expression than that, one which includes homosexual as well as heterosexual relationships? These questions suggest that to speak in terms of ideals rather than rules does not sufficiently change the terms of reference to prevent the same basic issue being raised. It may, however, provide a more flexible framework than does a legal system. For ideals, like hopes and dreams, are more easily expressed in parable and story and proverb. 

166. 	One way in which the issue has been expressed is to ask whether certain conduct is Christian or not. Sometimes this has been more personally expressed: if you do this you cannot be a Christian. There are two different issues here, namely, whether certain behaviour is Christian and whether a person is a Christian. Because all Christians sin, it is possible for all of us to acknowledge that some of our behaviour is not Christian, that is, it does not measure up to the fullness of the stature of Christ. We can say this about ourselves, and with less confidence about other people, without necessarily suggesting that the person is not a disciple of Jesus Christ and a seeker after God. In the course of the work of this Commission, we have come to reject any suggestion that those with views different from our own in these issues of human sexuality which divide us are not Christian people. This is because we have come to accept the personal integrity and Christian character of those with whom we disagree, sometimes in our thinking, sometimes in our life style, even quite profoundly. We do not wish to exclude one another through the use of such a term as un-Christian about one another as people, though we have come to a range of judgements about the nature of different sexual views and practices. The term Christian is not, for any person, an earned title, nor a badge of merit. 

167. 	Moreover, we believe that people need to be affirmed not undermined, brought in not left out. The problem with too rigid statements of rules or ideals is that people are not given the space to explore and learn from their experience. We can see this in some of the sexual sub-cultures where the suppression itself leads to reactive life styles. Not one of us is able to contain or express the whole mind of God. Different facets of God's mind are expressed by different people and groups within the body of Christ. Perhaps this variety of judgement should be welcomed rather than used as a cause for battle. Certainly it has to be acknowledged. 

168. 	In the Church, there is a range of opinion within the one Christian fellowship on a variety of important matters; such as war and peace, total abstinence, the precise authority of scripture. Can the Church live with a range of opinion on homosexuality too? How far is the Church able to extend its self-understanding as a body, marked by both unity and diversity? 

169. 	Concerning homosexuality, there is a wide range of views held within the Commission. For example, some believe that while homosexual orientation is not to be condemned, any physical expression is to be rejected; some hold the view that while it is permissible for homosexuals to show some degree of physical affection, anal intercourse, for example, is not an acceptable practice; some that a loving relationship in the context of fidelity and promise justifies physical expression; some that the private expression of personal sexuality is not primarily a concern of a public body like the Church. 

170. 	The presence of a variety of sincerely held but differing views within the Commission prevents us from offering agreed recommendations regarding life style and Church discipline. Many in the Commission, representing a range of opinion, wish that their own view would prevail, believing it to be right. Others, however, are just as sure that it is right that there should be a considerable range of opinion in the Church and rejoice in that. 

171. 	The differences of emphasis here in part reflect the proper tension which still exists among the Methodist people about our identity as a society and as a Church. A society traditionally has tighter boundaries, deciding whom it will admit to membership. A Church is traditionally more open in its membership, welcoming people without the same degree of qualification and recognising the dimension of pilgrimage, personal and corporate. It is important not to overstate this difference of emphasis, for a society also welcomes people and a Church also has rules. But it is important for us to recognise the tension in which we live, being both part of a society and part of the one, holy, catholic and apostolic Church. 

172. 	It would not do justice to this variety to seek to produce a majority and a minority report. Perhaps we should have had to write a dozen different reports. But in the Commission we have accepted the task not only of being true to our own individual convictions and therefore wanting to see them reflected in the Report, but also of acting corporately, reflecting our genuine variety and that which exists within the Church today. Members of the Commission have shared in the Lord's Supper " rejoicing in their common life together in Christ, while not necessarily accepting each other's views and judgements. 

173. 	There are a variety of judgements about how we discover truth, about sexual ethics and about the nature of the Christian community. But at the same time there is agreement that the Church must have a moral centre which guides our actions and decisions. Such guidelines must, among other things, protect the vulnerable and prevent the powerful from the abuse of their power. They must value the richness of diversity in a whole series of areas and help make minorities feel that they are part of the whole. To what extent and in what ways such guidelines should include regulations about personal sexual behaviour is one of the matters where we hold different opinions. 

174. 	It may be, or it may not be, that one day the Church will come to a common mind about some of these issues, particularly whether a candidate for the ordained ministry should be excluded on the sole grounds that he or she is a practising homosexual or lesbian. At the moment there is no such agreement and the Church has, prayerfully and sensitively, to live with that, as it has with the question of whether ordained ministers should be treated any differently from other members or office holders and leaders in the Church. 

175.	However, there is agreement in the Commission that no one should be excluded from ordained ministry simply on the grounds of their sexuality. Some of us would insist that this means that no one should be excluded only on the grounds of their orientation. But others of us feel equally strongly that such a distinction between orientation and practice is without proper meaning, arguing that it is no acceptance of a person to say 'I accept your orientation but I cannot accept your right to practise your orientation'. One of the practical difficulties about such a distinction is that it leaves open the question of 'what practice?'. Any attempt to determine what practices are acceptable would have to suggest regulations for both homosexual conduct and heterosexual conduct. Would these be the same rules, namely, based on the concept of a permanent, faithful relationship? Despite these difficulties, the distinction between orientation and practice, or as it is sometimes expressed between non-practising and practising homosexuals or heterosexuals, is central to some people's agreement that no one should be excluded on the grounds of their sexuality alone. 

176. 	The problem is acute today partly because rules operating within any organization inevitably reflect changes which have taken place in the mind of society. The Church is not excluded from this process. That is why we are in a state of disagreement: some wish to reassert the traditional rules over and against changes which have occurred in society; others wish to see reflected in the Church some of these very changes, because they see in them the hand of God. 

177. 	Sexuality is not the only issue caught up in this dilemma; certainly for many Christians the ordination of women is another. In a time of change in society, inevitably reflected in the Church, for we are part of society, the key issue is how to re-affirm the central truths of the gospel within a realistic appreciation of those changes. 

178. 	There are many groups in the life of the Church which are sensitively engaged in this issue. Those serving on local pastoral committees, in marriage preparation or church membership classes, as well as those involved in the training and oversight of Junior Church staff, youth leaders, local preachers and candidates for ordained ministry are at present required to define boundaries and to set out ideals in the specific areas for which they have responsibility. Present procedures for candidates for ordained ministry, for example, require judgement about the candidate's ability to handle with maturity his or her sexuality, but they do not legislate against individuals on the grounds of their sexual orientation. 

179. 	We believe that, should it be the mind of the Church to offer a legislative judgement on the acceptable expression of human sexuality, there must first of all be a sustained attempt to come to terms with the issues outlined in our Report. As a Church we are not yet equipped to make decisive regulations, nor to express an informed judgement. To do that we need, together, to inform ourselves more thoroughly, to listen to one another more carefully, to respect each other's integrity and discipleship, and to show love for one another. Amongst other things, this also requires an ability to handle conflict creatively within a group and within a local church, for this is as subject in which strong emotions are aroused and a time when minorities, say gay or conservative, easily feel deeply threatened, as the Commission has discovered in its own life. Then, we need patience, kindness, gentleness and self control, as well as love, joy, peace, goodness and faithfulness. Only in that spirit can we have fruitful discussion between the different views presently held in one fellowship and only in that spirit can we hope to discern the mind of God. 

Conclusion 

180. 	This Report has an interim nature to it. There is a sense in which all Christian reflection has an interim nature. We are seeking after truth, wrestling with Scripture, trying to understand God's world, including the vast variety of life style reflected in our stories - and all the time struggling to see through a glass darkly. We should not therefore be disappointed that a report to the Conference does not pretend to be a final word.  

181. 	This does not mean that the Conference ought to set up a further Commission on sexuality, nor that it should instruct the present Commission to return to the Jury Room for further debate. It does mean that the Church has to live with where the debate is at the moment and to look to God for the future. 

182. 	This leads to two recommendations. First, there is a serious invitation to the study of and reflection about our sexuality, and to meeting with people both inside and outside the Church whose sexuality is different from our own. In other words, it is an invitation to continue the pilgrimage, corporately. 

183. 	This invitation to study carries with it the implicit warning that the Church would be unwise to offer judgements about matters which it has not sufficiently studied. There are a number of study guides which groups in local churches can use and a number of ways in which groups and individuals can work towards a fuller discovery of human sexuality. Such study can never profitably be merely an academic, or detached, exercise. If it is to be of value it involves an openness to the discovery of one's own sexuality. 

184. 	Up to now the Methodist Church has not found it necessary to give a definitive ruling regarding the acceptance of candidates for ordained ministry who are homosexual or lesbian, in orientation or in practice. Members of the Commission are agreed that sexual orientation in itself should not be a bar to ordination. Some members of the Commission would wish to say quite explicitly that no practising homosexual or lesbian should be accepted for training for ordination. Other members of the Commission would wish to say quite explicitly that no practising homosexual or lesbian should be rejected for training for ordination on the grounds of the expression of their sexuality alone 

185. 	Nevertheless, this Report recommends, secondly, that the Church continues to leave the judgement about each candidate to the discretion of those appointed to make such judgement, without giving any explicit instructions in relation to a candidate's sexuality. This simply means that each candidature is judged on its merits, taking the whole person and that person's circumstances and network of relationships into account. This will not be easy, but making judgements about candidates for ordained ministry never is. 

186. 	Similarly, the Commission thinks it right not to lay down explicit instructions in relation to the sexuality of members and those who hold office in the Church, other than those already in our procedures. 

187. 	In presenting this Report to the Conference, the Commission has sought to give due weight to the unity and diversity of experience and opinion which exists within the Methodist Church. It has rejoiced in the sexual dimension of all human relationships and recognised the responsibility which flows from this for us all. And it has seen the need for the Church to continue its corporate struggle with Scripture and tradition so that it might hear God's word. In all this, the Commission has been encouraged by a vision of the Church as a company of God's people from whom none is excluded and where all are called to the fullness of the stature of Christ. 

***Resolutions 

1.	The Conference receives the report of the Commission on Human Sexuality, 
2.	While not at this stage making any final judgement on anything contained in the report, the Conference nevertheless commends it for study to the churches, circuits and districts and directs the General Purposes Committee to offer proposals to the Conference in 1991 about the time and way in which the Conference may make a judgment on the issues involved in the Report on Human Sexuality and the Memorials that have been presented on this subject.
3.	The Conference directs the Commission to prepare appropriate study material. 
4.	The Conference resolves that the foregoing resolutions constitute its reply to Memorials M93 and M94 of 1989.
5.	The Conference, having received the report of the Commission on Human Sexuality, and having commended it for study to the churches, circuits and districts, draws the attention of the churches to the task of advocating responsibility in all sexual behaviour. 
The Conference also alerts the Division of Education and Youth to the need for providing appropriate resource materials which will help leaders in Junior Church and in youth organizations to address this task. 
The Conference alerts the Division of Ministries to the need for providing for preachers an effective recognition of the same task with congregations. 
The Conference alerts the Division of Social Responsibility to the need for addressing specific questions pertaining to sexual ethics when they arise in the public domain. This will enable the Church to develop and evaluate understandings of sexual responsibility.


